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We aren’t alone in the realities of property ownership.
• As you can see on the right, we are alone with only 1 other council with 9
camps – the other being San Jacinto which is the 3rd largest council in the
country. The 2 that have more than 9 also report that some of these
properties are rested and have limited use.
• Ninety (90) of the councils are reporting having 5 or less camps.
• Twenty two (22) councils are reporting having camps for sale, totaling 38
camps.
• We are a medium council in membership size and the average number of
camps out of that cohort is 3.94
• We’re also a Northeast council, by where our membership is located, which
has an average of those councils of 5.43.
• And you can see that the large council cohort, which is made up of councils
that have over 25,000 girl members, also has less camps on average than we
do – that average being 6.47.
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One hundred percent (100%) of membership dues go to GSUSA and none of
that is funneled back to local councils.

They also get money to fund their work through licensing (things like the Yankee
candles, cookie-flavored items, or Barbie), retail sales, donations and grants, as
well as investments. Also they have downsized their staff quite a bit and are
selling a few of the floors at the national headquarters in Manhattan.
Councils like ours get money to fund our work through product sales – which is
our number one source of revenue, retail sales, donations and grants, and
investments. It is important to note that while money comes in when you pay for
programs or camp, those monies do not cover all the costs involved. We always
expect to subsidize council program and camp opportunities through our other
revenue sources. This is our financial model.
We considered having a council service fee, which is an additional charge that
councils can add to the membership fee for girls and can be an amount up to the
total cost of the membership fee. However, we are not planning to add a council
service fee at this time.
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We have shown you this before – these are our membership numbers
since 2007, and this year, we want to show you these in the context of the
national membership trends. As you can see here, we (in blue) have
been declining in our overall membership at about the same rate as all
councils across the movement (in green).
We did expect a drop in membership after 2013 as we explained at the
Annual Meeting last year, as we eliminated staff-led, in-school
programming which we had called educational programs.
These educational programs most often did not provide a quality, Girl
Scout Leadership Experience and often these girls didn’t even realize or
identify as a Girl Scout. We were spending resources to serve this type
of programming that were out of proportion to other member needs,
including subsidizing their membership dues to GSUSA. With the
elimination of this program, we expected to see decreased overall
membership numbers of around 7,000 girls.
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While we have been declining in overall membership numbers, we have
held a stronger market share – as shown in blue- than the national
average – in green.
By looking at the market share, we can see how many girls are in any
particular community and what percentage of them participate in Girl
Scouts. So in one community having 100 Girl Scout members may feel
low if there are 1,000 girls in grades K-12 who COULD be Girl Scouts, in
another community with only 200 girls in those grades would show a very
high market share.
While our numbers and market share show decline, our council has had a
higher market share than the national average. For instance, in 2015 the
national average was 7.1- so about 7 girls were being served for every
100 girls available. But our market share was 9.1, so we served 9 out of
100 girls in Western PA.
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Here is a snapshot of our girl program from 2015. As you can see the cost to
provide staff-led, council sponsored events exceeds the revenue brought in by
participation fees. These include all that are NOT camping events.
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You can see here that GSWPA has spent far more on camp opportunities which
serve a small portion of girl members (11.8% in 2015) than on all other program
opportunities which serve all girl members.
In 2016, 12.71% of our girl members used our camps, which cost $1.9 million to
run and brought in $633,000 in revenue.
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Here is a summary of the amount the council-subsidized camp costs each year.
We know that there is always going to be subsidy – and there should be a
subsidy. For all types of program. That is what the council is here to do. We
need to ensure the dollars that come in through our revenue streams are put
into programs that are equitable to membership needs. Again, it’s really
important to note that even though we use the word “revenue,” that doesn’t
mean the council makes a profit. We never expect a profit from girl programs.
We have revenue from rental fees and program fees – shown in green. The
expenses directly related to camps, all together, are shown in red. The
percentage left that revenue doesn’t cover is our subsidy amount shown in
purple. Reminder: the council camp advisory group identified 50% subsidy as
the appropriate amount for council funds to go into camp properties and
programs based on member use.
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Here’s what we’ve tried:









Progressive and alternate programming – To increase exposure and
usage at all 9 camps, we focused on two program strategies in order to
deliver what girls and volunteers ask for – a mix of 1.) staff-led
programming [like resident camp and core camps] and 2.) options for
volunteer-led camping (like troop or service unit camp rentals).
Staff right-sizing and salary analysis – We’ve had a lot of questions and
interest about our staff structure and salaries. We recently completed a
salary analysis with an external firm and have found that we are right on
track with other non-profits in western PA and comparable Girl Scout
councils. We always need to weigh the need to be competitive to get
talented employees and best use of council resources.
Closure of offices and stores – Over the years, we have closed offices
and stores that have proven to have high expenses related to member use.
Changing vendors and tighten sourcing – We always look at our
contracts, at camp and across the business, to make sure we are getting
the best deals.
Decrease in operating expenses across functions – Each year we work
hard to keep expenses tight to the needs of the council and put into the
things that it takes to provide girls the opportunities they expect.
Alternate revenue – We explore and use options for revenue, such as
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timbering and gas leases.
Seek grants and donations – This is ongoing work.
Partnering with membership – Recruitment for Camp Advisory Teams
has been tough. Since 2014 we have talked about this at the Annual
Meetings and at Town Halls, we try to recruit at multi- service unit meetings,
and have had very little interest by our adult membership to participate in
these very important conversations.
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We considered a wide variety of factors and data. We are not able to share
each set of data and all the details with our full membership, but want to provide
you with a synopsis and some examples of what led to this decision.
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By looking at usage at each camp across the years, we could see trends by
camp and determine if they were due to program changes or membership
usage. Here, you can compare two years that had very similar program options
at the camps.
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These two charts show rankings by camp of usage and cost per girl using the
expenses directly related to that camp.

• Green indicates highest usage and lowest cost per girl.
• Yellow indicates middle ranking of usage and cost per girl.
• Red indicates lowest usage and highest cost per girl.
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The Property Committee helped us determine that the most camps we can
retain to get to a 50% subsidy by maintaining four (4) camps.

So, we took a deep dive into the top four to identify best plan moving forward.
Based on the rankings PLUS all other data points considered, these are the top
four camps.
Based on 15-16 numbers, if we had only had these four camps last year, we
would have expected to have a subsidy around 54%. That would be with no
improvements and no extra expenses, and no program changes.
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This is a summary of program options we are considering moving forward.
This is NOT a guarantee, but we would like to move toward having our activities
spread across our camps as described. As funds become available and are
approved for use at the camps, we will assess the capacity and need to make
changes required. For instance, the rifle range may have a great home at
Hawthorne Ridge, but if it’s in high demand, we may also consider placing a
range at Conshatawba.
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Why didn’t you tell us earlier? This feels sneaky!
We began talking about this issue in 2014 at membership meetings regularly
and with the CAT. At the fall Town Hall meetings in 2016, we announced this
process and plan under the “camp advisory team update” part of the agenda.
In the November 2016 Patched In newsletter, we sent notice that the board
would vote in January on which camps we will retain. Immediately after the
board vote, we fully informed staff and our full membership and announced a
meeting schedule for membership to discuss the future of camp programming
with leadership from council staff and the board.
After the camp analysis in 2009, we had a slightly different sequence of events,
meeting with the membership before the board vote. We found that this did not
affect the decision or process, but did cause a high level of angst among the
membership for a longer period of time.
Why didn’t we get to vote?
This is an operational decision. The board was tied in to the decision making
process due to their fiduciary responsibility regarding the assets. We looked at a
full and complete set of data that we couldn’t possibly share widely with 30,000+
members.
There appears to be no financial distress, so why close so fast?
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To be a fully chartered council, we are required to maintain 6-12 months of
operating expenses in reserves. We always do this and are financially strong.
We want to remain financially strong for all Girl Scouts in the future, so therefore
must manage our resources wisely.
Other councils wait until they are in dire straits until they make these hard
decisions. We don’t want to get to that point.
What does the 13% include? All types of camping?
We needed to know how many of our girls use our camps. We counted a girl if
she showed up at any camp for any staff-led or volunteer-led program, including
resident, core, cap, service unit and troop camping. This does not include troop
meetings or outside user groups.
To account for girls that come to camps multiple times, we looked to revenue
brought in by camp and how that affected subsidy.
We can’t drive that far for troop camping and still keep enough volunteershow can you help?
We will be looking at local partnerships so that we can support volunteers who
provide outdoor experiences in their own communities. We will also explore
various ways to redirect revenue to support this, and we will assess if this is a
priority to you in the upcoming voting exercise we will do after question and
answer section.
Is the money from sales going back into the camps or into our
communities?
We will be building a multi-year plan based on revenue, council strategy
development, membership needs, and camp participation trends moving forward.
This plan will include both girl program needs and council needs overall, but will
not be focused on the specific communities around the camps for sale only.
Why did you build a Splashpad at Camp Elliott?
The Elliott pool was in bad shape and needed to be either replaced or removed.
We also hear from volunteers that it is very hard and expensive to find a
lifeguard for pool activities. That, combined with the fact that the splashpad
elements are movable, led us to the decision to install a splashpad for less cost
than replacing the pool in 2016.
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Review of plan
We will work on an improvement plan as we know about our available funds and
member need. We will also work over the next year to get girl, parent and
volunteer input.
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Projections of subsidy for 16-17 and 17-18 membership years based on
assumed 50% (our average) fill rate at resident and core camps and no program
changes from 16-17 plan. Moving/sale costs are included in 16-17 numbers.
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Here’s a sneak peak at the new horse barn.
This work has begun and has been included in the 16-17 budget plans. We will
also move the three (3) yurts from Singing Hills to Skymeadow to house the
horse staff.
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In-Person Activity
Around the room, you’ll find several potential improvement projects that have
been requested from members or are complaints from non-members showing
why they don’t come/return to camp. Follow directions on screen.
(Please note: results from input at meetings are shown on the next slide)
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Results from the Potential Improvements to Camp activity are shown on this
slide.
152 members attended meetings in total: 31 girls and 121 adults. These results
are cumulative for all 8 meetings.
We will continue to gather member feedback as we build a multi-year plan for
camp updates.
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We took a close look at the information we receive from the Trip & High Risk
Activity applications. This is just a snapshot of data that indicates to us that girl
members are getting outdoors even when they aren’t going to our camp
properties.
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Last year, GSUSA received a two-year grant from RK Mellon. We have been
selected to participate in this grant, along with four other councils. Here are the
goals of this grant.
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At the beginning of the grant, we surveyed Troop Leaders about their outdoor
experiences and interests.
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These results help guide our work to help alleviate these barriers.
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Free trainings are listed in the Activities calendar at gswpa.org. A link was also
included in the March issue of Patched In.
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The following slides show some resources we are working on to help volunteers
and parents get girls outside in their local areas, or travel throughout our council
to explore all the great outdoor opportunities in western PA.
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This interactive map is now live. Find it at www.gswpa.org/stateparks or click on
the images above.
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This interactive map is now live. Find it at www.gswpa.org/insuredsites or click
on the images above.
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